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Introduction

On September 1, 1997, a “General Statement on the Responsibilities of Mankind”

was delivered to the Secretary-General of the United Nations, Kofi Annan. The

statement was compiled and signed by twenty-four former presidents and prime

ministers from around the world, over whom former Chancellor of the Federal

Republic of Germany, Helmut Schmidt, presided. The statement “addresses itself

to politicians and governments, to religious leaders, to persons of the media, and

managers.”1  Article 15 states: “The representatives of the religions [have] a special

duty to avoid expressions of prejudice and discriminating actions towards those

holding other opinions. They should neither instigate nor legitimize hate, fanaticism,

or religious wars. They should rather promote tolerance and mutual respect among

all peoples.” And article 9 states: “All people… have the obligation… to promote

an enduring development all over the world… ensuring dignity, freedom, security,

and justice.”2

Germany is still far from the realization of these principles. Indeed, the citizen

first recognizes this when he himself is affected or does not look away when the

rights and freedoms of fellow citizens are jeopardized. A veritable flood of anti-

sect books and so-called information or educational literature has poured over the

land since the 1970s. Such material caused emotions to rise, created antagonistic

images, and reinforced already existing prejudices against religious minorities.

According to the TED-Poll (TV-channel 3SAT) of December 1997, 80 percent of

those questioned spoke in favor of “banning the sects.”3  Although parallel incidents

from the neighboring countries showed that government action was not necessary,

the German Bundestag 1996—contrary to the advice of well-known members of

the Parliament such as the former Minister of Justice Leutheusser-Schnarrenberger

(FDP)—set up an Enquete Commission (parliamentary commission of inquiry)

on “So-called Sects and Psychogroups.” In June 1998, the Commission, which

consumed at least three million Deutsche Mark, submitted its final report.

A large coalition of CDU/CSU, SPD, and FDP agreed with this report; Bündnis

90/Die Grünen passed a dissenting opinion. The working group of the SPD party

had also submitted a minority opinion in the form of a “statement on the general
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social phenomena of the new religious and ideological communities and

psychogroups.”

The investigations and expert opinions ordered by the Enquete Commission

unanimously demonstrate that the new religious and ideological movements hold

no greater dangers than those arising from comparable social contexts. An open

society must be able to bear the conflicts arising within itself. Abuse of freedom is

to be punished using the legal means provided. Consequently, after the years of

sect hysteria in Germany, a broad “all clear” issued by the Enquete Commission

could have been expected.

The recommendations for legislative procedure determined upon by the

Commission’s majority clash with the actual findings of the Commission: they

propose an amendment of the association and tax law, the tightening up of

profiteering clauses, governmental support of private counseling and information

centers as well as the compilation and distribution of pertinent data by the Cologne

Federal Administration Office. A new, yet to be established, federal foundation is

to make money available for various investigations. With the creation of a federal

and state foundation, the work of the Commission could be continued secretly,

since the former experts of the Enquete Commission would presumably find a

place on their supervisory and science committees. It stands to be feared that, by

means of tax money, the defamation of religious groups and damage to the business

of organizations in the life-counseling market could be continued through private

associations. Apart from church and state commissioners for sect and ideological

issues, so-called “self-help organizations,” which carry on their “information work”

commercially, have established themselves. They all hope to receive public funds.

The Protestant Church employs 27 official sect commissioners of its established

church in the federal states: its head organization EKD maintains an Evangelische

Zentralstelle für Weltanschauungsfragen (EZW) (Protestant Center for Ideological

Questions) in Berlin with a staff of five.4  In the Roman Catholic Church, 25 sect

commissioners operate at the regional level; in addition there are two central

institutions, the Katholische Sozialethische Arbeitsstelle (Catholic Socio-Ethical

Office) in Hamm and the Zentralstelle Pastoral (Central Pastoral Office) in Bonn.5

Apart from the more than 60 sect commissioners designated by churches, there

are 14 state-designated commissioners in the individual federal states , and an official
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adviser in the Bonn Ministry of Family Matters. Among the estimated 20 “initiative

offices” or “self-help groups,” five stand out on account of their size: SINUS

(Frankfurt am Main), Sekten-Info Essen, AGPF (Bonn), EBIS (Stuttgart), ABI

(Grossdettingen near Stuttgart) and ARW (Munich). The activities of these groups

consume money. Their staffs as well as their beneficiaries must constantly prove

to themselves and the outside world how necessary their work and program

expenditures are. This is done best through the spreading of ever-newer scare

reports on the “sect-” and the life-counseling market. The more dangerous the

“sectarians” appear, the better the prospects for the persecution market.

The final report mentions in an eye-catching manner those few groups—some

16 out of over 600—, which the Enquete Commission had studied in closed

hearings. Being mentioned in a parliamentary document or in a book of the

Bundestag will in itself have a stigmatizing effect. The effect is greater because

the investigated groups are repeatedly mentioned in one breath with Scientology

(an organization under surveillance by the Offices for the Protection of the

Constitution, although according to the opinion of the European Parliament, the

accusations raised were assessed as not yet having been “really substantiated”).6

The reader learns nothing about the criteria for the selection of the investigated

groups. In their minority opinion, the Bündnis 90/Die Grünen wrote about the

representatives of two groups, who did indeed appear at the hearings but showed

no readiness to answer the questions. Their reluctance was not surprising, as they

discovered among the specialists on the panel the Protestant commissioner for

sect issues who had pursued their groups relentlessly for years. How could this

kind of contentious expert be designated for the panel at all? There are organizations

that were not given the opportunity of being heard, although their actual or alleged

“victims” were invited. Journalists were informed about these facts, as well as

about the statements of the “victims,” and they made use of their knowledge in

court, among other places. At least one private help organization received a fax of

a confidential questionnaire that had been filled in by a religious group. The private

counseling centers, thus supported, are themselves involved in legal conflicts with

the groups. Indiscretions having a discriminating effect contradict the overall

conclusion of the Enquete Commission without allowing for subsequent

compensation of the damage. Fundamental legal principles, such as that of giving

both sides a hearing, were infringed.
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Bündnis 90/Die Grünen’s dissenting opinion rightly criticized the study of the

“psycho-market” that “goes well beyond the ‘more recently established ideological

movements’ mentioned in the German Bundestag’s  decision to establish the

Commission.”7  Law should regulate “Commercial life-counseling services”. This

law, however, should not apply to the established churches and other established

organizations—not even if these “use the same methods as the above private service

providers.”8  Yet, according to the commissioned investigation, more than 80 percent

of those making use of unconventional life-counseling services expressed their

satisfaction with those providing it.9  Whether the established organizations also

reach this high percentage remains to be seen.

How these inconsistencies could come about is made clear from their discreet

request: “We appeal to the German Bundestag to publish the expert reports and

the findings of research carried out on behalf of the Enquete Commission… at the

same time as the Commission’s Final Report.”10  Some, however, contradict the

central statements of the majority report and should, therefore, be withheld from

the public.

The SPD’s minority opinion works with the obscure threat that the “most

conflict-prone groups” wanted to make their values the political foundation in

Germany, thus jeopardizing democracy.11  These allegations are not supported by

the expert opinions. They rather stir up fears in order to bestow the motley sect-

hunter market legitimacy and to prompt the government to fork out public money

to finance sect hunters.

By means of indistinct wording and unproved assertions, the majority report

serves existing latent public prejudices and antagonistic images respecting

minorities. Only 0.7 percent of the population are members of one of the “so-

called sects and psychogroups” or are closely connected to one of the groups—

consequently a peripheral social phenomenon.

Steps taken at federal-state level complete the recommendations at the federal

level. Thus, the Senate Administration for Schools, Youth, and Sports of the Fede-

ral State of Berlin presented a document to the Berlin City Parliament “for

discussion.”12  The title: ??? ’Sekten’ ??? Risiken und Nebenwirkungen. Infor-

mationen zu ausgewählten neuen religiösen und weltanschaulichen Bewegungen

und Psychoangeboten (??? ’Sects’ ??? Risks and Side Effects. Information on

Selected New Religious and Ideological Movements and Psycho-Offers). On March
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19, 1996, the government of Hesse had already set up an “interministerial working

group ‘Scientology’ Organization, Youth Sects And Similar Organizations.” Its

report was presented on July 7, 1998.13  This report is treated as an internal

administration document and is not accessible to the public. The Ministry of Culture,

Youth, and Sports of Baden-Württemberg replied to a written question on the

“consequences of the procedures recommended by the German Enquete

Commission on sects for Baden-Württemberg” in a way that shows the federal

state government’s approval of considering the report and the recommendations.14

The three examples may suffice in showing that the activities and the final report

of the Enquete Commission have created facts, which have a further influence.

On June 13, 1998, the Federal Government of Switzerland established that

there is no need for legislative action in the area of sects and psychogroups. The

European Parliament was divided on the question of “sects” in mid-July 1998. A

joint European policy on “sects” has thereby failed for the time being. In the USA

uneasiness is growing over the German, Austrian, and French religious policies.

The US Senate passed a bill for the global furtherance of religious freedom at the

end of October 1998.15

Those attacked and disparaged find themselves in a difficult situation. If they

keep silent on the accusations raised against them, then these will be considered as

true in public. If they defend themselves by legal action, thus availing themselves

of their right in a constitutional state, they are defamed as “lawsuit-obsessed,”

their lawyers stigmatized as “sect lawyers,” and scientific experts suspected of

personal proximity to those being assessed. This strategy should prevent renowned

lawyers and assessors to act for the despised at all. The lawsuits of the slandered

have, at best, very slight chances of success, since according to the prevailing

legal practice, more space is to be given to freedom of expression.16  Moreover,

the commissioners for sect and ideological issues know that they are safeguarded

by their employers: at the end of May 1996, the Protestant Church in Germany

(EKD) published an internal paper on “The Legal Liability of the Commissioners

for Sect And Ideological Issues of the Member Churches of the EKD.”17  Therein,

the sects’ commissioners are granted special protection. “Such protection can be

necessary if the special official situation of the commissioners for sect and ideolo-

gical issues in the course of their ‘danger-prone work’ leads them into a situation

of intensified risk of being sued and, thereby, obliging the employer to provide
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corresponding support.”18  “If critical situations are signaled,” according to the

paper, those concerned may turn to their church “at an early time.” Thus,

“…significant backing for the commissioners for sect and ideological issues within

their own organization” is assured.19  As regards the strategic procedure, it is stated:

“It is perhaps necessary to focus on certain goals according to their severity, putting

others aside for the time being. Specifically, it could thus look like this, that certain

groups will be concentrated on, whereas others will be dealt with only on the

periphery.”20

Although the Protestant churches could provide a backing running into billions

(DM) and have covered themselves by “liability insurance relating to pecuniary

loss” as well as by “blanket bond and computer crime insurance” against claims

by injured parties, they deliberate on how a part of their apologetic advice work

can be financed out of the public purse and, thereby, still be further expanded in

the long run. Michael Nüchtern, head of the Evangelische Zentralstelle für Weltan-

schauungsfragen (Protestant Center for Questions on Ideology) until 1999, wrote

a letter to the church’s designated commissioner on ideological issues at the

beginning of December 1997, in which he states:

Political attention has also distinctly increased towards conflict-prone groups

in recent years. This must be considered as a significant side effect of our

church’s information and counseling work. In this connection, those bearing

responsibility are particularly aware of a public need for offers of improved

counsel for those affected. Revolving around this scam in the work of

ideology between information and advice is a model project, which is being

worked on at the moment in cooperation with the KSA (Katholische

Sozialethische Arbeitsstelle) in Hamm. In this connection, the Catholic

colleagues have asked all educational institutions and life-counseling

services under Catholic maintenance whether they would be interested in

gaining a ‘qualification as sect-advisors.’ They have met with considerable

resonance. On the Protestant side, Michael Utsch will speak on the

possibilities of cooperation at the Annual Convention of Head Office

Managers of the Protestant Conference for Questions on Families and Living

in January. Not only are information conferences for churches’ charitable

advice committees conceivable for us, but also seminars for the discussion
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of cases. The Catholic model is tailored to the state’s sponsoring ability.

Here we, as the Protestant side, must remain in the game.21

Sometimes there is indeed a deficiency in the coordination among the church

authorities as well as between church and state organizations. Thus, the following

complications arose: in 1997, without informing the sect commissioner, the member

of the board of the EKD of the Federal Republic of Germany and the European

Community and the Commissariat of German Bishops issued a “joint preliminary

statement” on the bill for the regulation of the legal connections between pro-

viders (male or female) and those seeking help in the area of providers of com-

mercial life-counseling services.22  The “final remark” of the statement says:

The bill at hand would have considerable detrimental effects on the offering

of life-counseling services to the disadvantage of those seeking help. This

weighs heavily in direct comparison to the comparably small number of

cases of abuse. It unduly curtails the rights of those offering life-counseling

services. Charitable organizations and the ‘established churches’ would be

affected as well, contrary to the declared intention of the law.23

The sect commissioners and the experts of the Enquete Commission on “So-

called Sects and Psychogroups,” who are closely connected with the church, had

not expected any criticism out of their own ranks. Hartmut Zinser, Berlin religious

scientist and expert of the Enquete Commission—according to the Berlin sect

commissioner Thomas Gandow “Member of Our Church (Reformed Modera-

ma)”24 —had to learn in the Enquete Commission at the beginning of 1998 that the

existence of the church declaration, which was unknown to most of those present,

sufficed on its own to prevent the acceptance of the bill among the committee set

up by the Bundestag. Being quite surprised, Zinser requested the wording of the

unknown declaration from Gandow. “It does not make much sense now to discuss

[church] reservations and to take these into consideration if they are not known. I

consider the law, which was passed by the Bundesrat (Federal Council) to be

extraordinarily important for the regulation of the phenomena appearing on the

‘religious psycho-market’, which have led to the known defects and complaints. I

would appreciate, if you would inform me as to how it came to the issuing of this

‘Statement…’ and its wording, so that an appropriate discussion will be possible.”25

Gandow was likewise uninformed and turned to his bishop, Wolfgang Huber.
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Neither did he know about the procedure and asked the chief consistorial councilor

Ulrich Schröter to pursue the matter. On February 26, Schröter received the

requested information from the chief church counsel Joachim Gaertner,

representative of the EKD commissioners at the Federal Government in Bonn.

Not only did Gaertner pass on the text of the declaration but also stated which

church authorities had worked on it. However, it would not lead to an official

church statement before “the committee on legal affairs of the German Bundestag

concern[ed] itself with the material after the bill of the Bundesrat was read for the

first time and is presumably invited to a hearing.”26

Gaertner probably added the following to lessen irritation on the side of the

church-loyal fighter for a law regulating “life-counseling services” and to mark

the pursued objective:

In conclusion, I would like to point out that in the discussions, in which the

signatories participated, it was not the necessity of legislative intention as

such that was questioned. Rather, the difficulty of how it can be actually

ensured in the wording of the law was primarily discussed so that the

intention expressly emphasized in the statement of reason for the original

bill from Hamburg and in the later bill of the Bundesrat, namely not to

include the life-counseling services provided by the churches, will actually

be achieved. The main point of criticism in the opinion expressed by the

Federal Government on the proposal of the law by the Bundesrat is that the

bill of the Bundesrat  has not sufficiently solved the problem of

demarcation.27

In other words: both churches are absolutely in favor of a law for the regulation

of “life-counseling services.” Only it must be ensured that the life-counseling

services provided by the churches does not lie within the scope of this law.

The case illustrates in its own way the problematic nature of state-church-

relationships in the Federal Republic.

An influential section of the members of the Enquete Commission on “So-

called Sects and Psychogroups” did not adopt a neutral stand towards the subject

matter of the investigation but judged it from an ideological standpoint. The Swiss

clergyman Felix Flückiger remarked: “In reality the sect-fetish should hit any orga-

nization and individual that stands in the way of one’s own political-ideological
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positions, the self-realization culture.”28  To what extent the experts of the Enquete

Commission thought of using their position in order to incorporate the nuclei of

their absolutely personal convictions and prior understanding into public social

reality becomes clear by considering their statements outside the Enquete

Commission.29

Such prior understanding was also voiced in the publicly expressed declaration

of intent of Renate Rennebach, SPD member of the Bundestag. Her intent was to

also have Protestant groups on the periphery of the Protestant Church and the

conservative Catholic group Opus Dei investigated by the Enquete Commission.30

Of course the established churches knew how to prevent such encroachments on

their territory. Nevertheless, Rennebach betrayed the elucidating direction of thrust

of her request. For her, and a considerable number of other members of the

Commission, the only religious groups to exist must correspond to “the traditional

doctrines of the major Christian churches,… to the secular conception of the social

environment,… and to the understanding of reality of the recognized sciences.”31

The Enquete Commission was concerned “about ‘the modern’… it opines that

modern ideology has replaced the medieval, and character assassination torture

and fire. Even modern ideology would have a claim to a monopoly on public

recognition, which would have to be inexorably pursued. This view should be

called ‘modernistic fundamentalism.’ It has not taken note of the three essential

characteristics of the modern: freedom, respect for the dignity of the person, the

ideological neutrality of the state.”32

What Martin Kriele, expert of constitutional law, calls “character assassination”

is well organized. As soon as a critic speaks out against the sect hunting, he must

reckon with a campaign of ruin against his person.33  After Heiner Barz had posed

the question in Psychologie Heute whether “the sect menace [was] a bogey,”34  it

hailed down not only readers’ letters from the commissioners for sect issues.35  In

antifascist manner relevant combative pamphlets related why the mentioned ones

were not credible—”He, who became known on account of his not only methodi-

cally controversial survey on ‘Youth And Religion’…”36  Everyone knows that

“controversial” is an annihilating word in Germany. Whoever receives this label

has no further chance of being heard. Only a few have the inner freedom to react

in the same way as Ernst Jünger: “I deserve the title.”37  It is time for moral courage!
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Compiled in the first part are scholarly treatises, essays, and polemics that deal

with the basic right of religious freedom and with the problem of ideology control

from various angles and in various forms. The authors—philosophers, lawyers,

historians, sociologists, and theologians from Europe, the Near East, and North

America—oppose the “new inquisitors.” They want to put an end to the senseless

witch-hunt of religious and ideological minorities.

The second part is constructed as documentation and summarizes expert

opinions and selected petitions of the affected religious associations. Other

possibilities—such as getting a word in public with their objections and complaints

within the context of the publications of the Enquete Commission—remained denied

to the petitioners.

In several cases the contributions go beyond an orderly discourse. Some even

stand in danger of playing straight into the hands of their opposers through their

expressions of a sort of “self-fulfilling prophecy.” Prejudices meet up with

prejudices, mobilize partly unjustified associated comparisons with the past,

encourage even specialists to hair-raising historical reconstructions. When driven

into a corner, or from a distance, people are inclined to such reactions—as

expressions of long-standing humiliation, subtle persecution, factual margina-

lization, or latent reservations against a group or a whole nation—in this case the

German. In their own way they illustrate the atmosphere first created by the “sect”

discussion—a room of “potential conflicts.”

The texts substantiate how small religions and ideological associations are

marginalized, their members disadvantaged at their secular work and personally

defamed. This works by means of psychological communication mechanisms.

Through opinion leaders of groups, which pursue common interests, religious and

other convictions receive strong, biased labels (“fundamentalistic,” “totalitarian,”

“conflict-prone,” etc.). These remove inhibitions, justify control measures, and

promote the consolidation of majorities against minorities.
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